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McMurtry, James – Texas narrative song writer and recording artist, many albums – son of novelist Larry McMurtry

McNaughton, Ann – Taos poet, teacher and co-founder of Taos Poetry Circus festivals

Momaday, N. Scott - Native American

Nichols, John – Taos novelist, film author The Milagro Beanfield War

Niederman, Sharon – Southwestern

Paulsen, Gary – YA/Children’s

Peck, Richard E. – Novelist/

Poling, Charles C. – NM Biographer/

Price, V.B. – poet, journalist, UNM main campus professor

Purcell, Jack – Southwest History

Rabbit, Peter (pen name) – Taos poet, memoirist and co-founder Taos Poetry Circus

Randall, Margaret – novels, memoirs, poetry, UNM professor main campus

Richard, Zachary – Louisiana rock star, poet, songwriter, environmentalist

Robertson, Kell – Santa Fe based poet and songwriter

Romero, Levi – poet, architect, UNM professor, 2011-2012 NM Centennial Poet

Sanchez, Keith – Belen and Los Lunas and Albuquerque based songwriter, rock star Stoic Frame, Keith Sanchez and the Moon Thieves, plays at Luna Mansion on Fridays UNM VC graduate

Sando, Joe – NM Historian of Pueblo Indians

Satterthwait, Walter – Joshua Croft Mystery Series

Scharf, Virginia – Novelist/MysteryWriter as Virginia Swift

Shigekuni, Julie – novelist, memoirist, UNM main campus Creative Writing professor

Sides, Hampton – Outdoor Writer/

Silko, Leslie Marmon – Laguna Pueblo born novelist, poet, professor in Tucson AZ

Snodgrass, Melinda M. – NM Sci-Fi/Fantasy novelist

Solis, Danny – Albuquerque slam poet and film personality, and slam organizer

Stegner, Lynn – Novelist

Stirling, S. M. – Alternative History/Fantasy

Stewart, David E. – Ancient Southwestern Peoples

Taichert, Pari Noskin – Sasha Solomon Mystery Series

Valdes-Rodriguez, Alisa – Chick-Lit novels and movies Soucias

Vardeman, Robert E. – Sci-Fi/Fantasy

Voorhees, Sara – Mystery Novelist

Waters, Frank – world famed Taos novelist

Williams, Walter Jon – Sci-Fi/Fantasy

Zelazny, Roger – Science Fiction short story/novelist